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PcMa FIeLd MIssIONs aNd PrOjects IN 2011
The eventful “arab spring” of 2011, which in egypt took the form of the 25 January revolution 
and the downfall of the mubarak regime, compromised several field projects that were either 
unable to carry out their fieldwork or had their programs restricted or curtailed, mostly owing 
to cancellations on the part of team members as well as individual people’s decisions to evacuate. 
The Berenike project continued the fieldwork but had to cancel most of the study season.  
at deir el-Bahari, several conservators cut short their stay. other projects planned for later 
in the year ran their course more or less as usual thanks to the courageous and determined 
stance of the supreme council of antiquities officials from the foreign mission’s affairs 
department, dr. mohamed ismail and mr. hany azmy abdelaziz. in syria, the political 
situation deteriorated rapidly , causing security issues foremost. The palmyra tariff project 
completed its work in march and the last project in the field was tell qaramel in may. The 
remaining pcma excavations were all cancelled and remain suspended in view of the situation. 
in lebanon, the project in chhim was not cancelled, but it was limited to a study mission in 
view of the volatility of the situation. 

egyPt
aLeXaNdrIa, kOM eL-dIkka, see in this volume.

bereNIke 
fieldwork in 2011, carried out foremost in the northeastern part of the southwestern bay of the 
early roman town, was aimed at establishing beach levels and investigating possible harbor-
related structures. coupled with a geoarchaeological augerhole survey in the area of the bay 
(two transects with a total of 64 auger holes with individual depth ranging from less than 2 m  
to 5 m), the investigations demonstrated that the bay had operated most likely as a natural 
sheltered landing place and not as a regular harbor. The landscape, as revealed by three trenches 
dug within the boundaries of the bay, must have consisted of shelter-like enclosures with light 
wall and roof structures, housing diverse industrial installations. 
 further work in the harbor temenos area investigated the fill of a sunken square feature  
(6 m by 6 m) discovered in the previous season. amidst the tumble there was an altarstone 
inscribed to domitian and apparently bearing evidence of damnatio memoriae. exploration of 
the late hellenistic and early roman trash dumps, located generally north of the harbor bay, 
revealed in one of the trenches the burial of a hound, wrapped in a mat and covered with pieces 
of a halved amphora (dressel 5) (first half of 1st century ad). several cat skeletons, including 
naturally mummified remains, one still with an iron collar around the neck, as well as remains of 
dogs, birds, a monkey and a human, were discovered in the same trench (1st to 3rd century ad). 
 a documentation study of the great temple of Berenike, the so-called serapis temple, was 
launched, bringing to light from a 5th century ad context a palm-sized stone hybrid figurine of 
the egyptian god sobek.
see also Zych, i., rądkowska, J., crespo liñeiro, i., sidebotham, s.e., “The “square feature” 
in the harbor: excavations in Berenike 2010–2011”, in this volume, and pcma on-line 
newsletter 2011.
Dates of work: 2 January–17 february 2011
Co-directors: professor steven e. sidebotham, archaeologist, numismatist (University of 
delaware), iwona Zych, archaeologist (pcma UW)
Sub-projects: serapis temple project (head martin a. hense); Wadi gemal/sikait survey 
(head Jean-louis rivard)
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Map A.    Archaeological sites excavated by the PCMA — Cyprus, Egypt, Lebanon and Sudan
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Map B.    Archaeological sites excavated by the PCMA — Syria, Iran, Iraq and Kuwait
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SCA representative: hosam aboud abd el hamied (Berenike project); mahmoud nour eldin 
mohmed (Wadi gemal project)
Archaeologists: ignacio crespo liñeiro (argos arqueologia), miranda haigh (independent), 
dario nappo, ancient historian (oxford University, phd candidate), Julian newman 
(independent), piotr osypiński, also Wadi gemal project (patrimonium foundation), 
Joanna rądkowska (phd candidate,  institute of mediterranean and oriental cultures, polish 
academy of sciences), Katya schorle (phd candidate, oxford University), mary sidebotham 
(independent), marek Woźniak (phd candidate, institute of archaeology and ethnology, 
polish academy of sciences)
Archaeologist/photographer: Bartosz Wójcik, serapis temple sub-project (University of Warsaw, 
institute of archaeology, undergraduate student)
Ceramologists: dr. roberta tomber, pottery team head (British museum);* sonali gupta-
agarwal (phd candidate, University of california los angeles), monika Więch (phd 
candidate, center for research on the antiquity of southeastern europe, University of Warsaw)
Papyrologists: roger s. Bagnall (leon levy director and professor of ancient history, institute 
for the study of the ancient World, new york University), rodney ast (institute for the study 
of the ancient World, new york University)*
Architect: Jean-louis rivard (10Base-t incorporated)
Glass specialist: renata Kucharczyk (pcma) 
Conservator: Katarzyna lach (phd candidate, Jagiellonian University, Kraków)
Textile restorer-specialist: Barbara czaja-szewczak (museum of King Jan iii’s palace at Wilanów, 
conservation laboratories)*
Metal specialist, restorer and artist: martin a. hense (independent)
Leather specialist: mariusz gwiazda (phd candidate, cardinal stefan Wyszyński University, 
Warsaw)
Archaeozoologist: dr. marta osypińska (institute of archaeology and ethnology, polish 
academy of sciences, poznań)
Geoarchaeologist: anna maria Kotarba-morley, harbor coring project (phd candidate, oxford 
University)
Geologist: dr. Jerzy trzciński, geologist (University of Warsaw, faculty of geology)*
Geophysicist-archaeologist: dawid Święch (freelance)*
Registrar/illustrator: anna Babiarz (undergraduate student, institute of archaeology, 
University of Warsaw)
Documentalists: teresa Witkowska (moyo); mary sidebotham, video documentation 
(independent)
Volunteers: Beata dziedzic (poland)
* prevented from coming by the egyptian revolution of January 25 or other reasons

deIr eL-baharI: tUthMOsIs III, see in this volume.

deIr eL-baharI: teMPLe OF hatshePsUt
restoration and study of the royal mortuary cult complex was the chief task of the season in 
2010/2011. cleaning and conservation work was completed on the granite false door in the 
chapel of hatshepsut with its coptic decoration, as well as on the decoration of niche a in the 
vestibule. conservation of the osiride statues of the Upper coronation portico was continued 
and work was completed on the Upper ramp and selected other features. The restoration of 
two sandstone sphinxes of hatshepsut started, even as a newly restored sandstone sculpture of 
amenhotep i (see earlier report) was mounted in the chamber of amun, in preparation for 
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opening the complex to tourists. in the vestibule of the hathor shrine, consolidation of the 
roof slabs of niche d proceeded with another three blocks being processed this season. 
 concurrently, the mission continued with architectural and epighraphic documentation of 
the temple walls in the obelisk portico in the lower terrace, north retaining Wall of the 
middle courtyard, the Upper terrace above the lower shrine of anubis and in the room with 
a Window. a 3d leica-scanner was used to produce a photo-mosaic of the ceiling and wall 
decoration of the royal mortuary complex. Building dipinti in the precincts of hatshepsut 
and tuthmosis iii were documented as well. ground penetrating radar (gpr) surveys were 
carried out on the three temple terraces. 
 limited excavations took place on the middle terrace along the foundation of the north 
retaining Wall; on the lower terrace along the eastern edges of two t-shaped pools with 
gardens, and north of the avenue leading to the temple where the restored hatshepsut sphinxes 
will be erected; by the hathor ramp gate, where remains of a gate construction and a Third 
intermediate period tomb were unearthed. in the previously excavated area (test pit l.1/08), 
located between the walls of the vestibule and the punt portico, bedrock was reached almost 
6.50 m below the pavement of the royal cult complex. 
 other projects included: documentation of over 800 block fragments from the temple of 
tuthmosis i ( J. iwaszczuk); photographic documentation of the inner coffin and canopic chest 
of montu priest nespekashuty kept in the luxor egyptian museum (c. may-sheikholeslami); 
iconographic study of representations of private costume in egyptian art from the twenty-
fifth to the Thirty-first dynasty in the late period tombs in asasif (a. hallmann); registration 
and preliminary documentation of 693 rediscovered decorated block fragments from the bark 
station (kiosk?) constructed by hatshepsut in asasif. 
Dates of work: 19 october 2010–10 april 2011
Director: dr. Zbigniew e. szafrański (pcma UW) 
SCA representatives: abdel rahman and mohammed el-azab 
Egyptologists: dr. olga Białostocka (independent), aleksandra hallmann (pcma scholarship-
holder), Jadwiga iwaszczuk (phd candidate, institute of mediterranean and oriental cultures, 
polish academy of sciences), marta sankiewicz (phd candidate, adam mickiewicz University 
in poznań), cynthia may-sheikholeslami (american University in cairo), dawid Wieczorek 
(phd candidate, institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)
Archaeologist: paul m. Barford (independent) 
Architects: aleksandra Brzozowska, mariusz caban, dr. teresa Kaczor-dziedzic, ewelina 
owsiana, paweł srokowski (all Wrocław University of technology) 
Conservators: rajmund gazda, maria lulkiewicz, arkadiusz ostasz, andrzej sośnierz, 
Krystyna Wadzyńska (all independent), Wojciech myjak (ministry of culture of the republic 
of poland) 
Engineers: mieczysław michiewicz (independent), mariusz dybich (pcma UW) 
Georadar specialists: Jarosław majewski, dominik Kaleta (both institute of archaeology, 
University of Wrocław) 
Photographers: maciej Jawornicki, Wojciech Wojciechowski, aleksandra Kamińska 
(all independent) 
Registrars: piotr czerkwiński, Katarzyna Kapiec, agata smilgin (all pcma scholarship-
holders), sarah fortune (University of manchester, student)

VaLLey OF the kINgs: tOMb OF raMesses VI, season cancelled.

Marea, see in this volume.
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MarINa eL-aLaMeIN: cONserVatION PrOject, see in this volume, see also 
pcma on-line newsletter 2011.

NaQLUN, see in this volume, see also pcma on-line newsletter 2011.

saQQara, see in this volume

sheIkh abd eL-gUrNa MaNUscrIPts cONserVatION MIssION
The conservation of three coptic manuscripts, two papyrus codices and a parchment book, 
discovered in the refuse dump of a hermitage at sheikh abd el-gurna was continued with 
the application of appropriate procedures. microbiological tests were carried out again in 
connection with a planned move of the manuscripts to the coptic museum in cairo. The 
sca laboratory in cairo tested samples taken from representative areas of all manuscripts 
with typically changed characteristics. Blotters sprayed with pcmc were interleaved for 
disinfection purposes.
Dates of work: 4 december 2010–31 January 2011
Director: anna Thommeé, senior conservator of art works (polish ateliers for conservation 
of cultural property)
SCA Representative: safinaz ali mohamed

teLL eL-Farkha (ghaZaLa) see in this volume, see also pcma on-line newsletter 2011

teLL eL-MUrra, see in this volume, see also pcma on-line newsletter 2011.

teLL eL-retaba, see in this volume.

dakhLeh OasIs: the rOck art MIssION, see in this volume.

sUdaN
dONgOLa, see in this volume, see also pcma on-line newsletter 2011.

baNgaNartI and seLIb, see in this volume. 

earLy MakUrIa research PrOject: ZUma, see in this volume.

cyPrUs
Nea PaPhOs, see in this volume.

LebaNON
jIyeh (PORPHYREON)
in view of the political tensions in the region, the campaign of 2011 was planned as a study 
season focusing on materials from the previous few excavation seasons in Jiyeh (porphyreon). 
The documented and analyzed finds included metal objects from the site stored in the national 
museum in Beirut and the Beiteddine palace museum, fine and coarse ware, oil lamps and 
glass and stone objects. The chronological and functional aspects of the architectural relics 
excavated in Jiyeh were better understood in this respect.
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Dates of work: 30 august–2 october 2011 
Director: dr. tomasz Waliszewski, archaeologist  (institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)
Ceramologists: dr. Krzysztof domżalski (institute of archaeology and ethnology, polish 
academy of sciences), Zofia Kowarska, Urszula Wicenciak (both phd candidates, center for 
research on the antiquity of southeastern europe, University of Warsaw) 
Archaeologist, small finds specialist: mariusz gwiazda (phd candidate, center for research on 
the antiquity of southeastern europe, University of Warsaw) 
Metal specialist: agnieszka szulc-Kajak (independent)
Glass specialist: marcin Wagner (institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)
Topographer, documentalist: szymon lenarczyk (phd candidate, center for research on the 
antiquity of southeastern europe, University of Warsaw)
Documentalist: magdalena makowska (freelance)
Student-trainee: Joanna pazio (institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)

Mar eLIas btINa: WaLL PaINtINgs cONserVatION see in this volume.

syrIa
haWarte, season cancelled.

PaLMyra, season cancelled.

PaLMyra tarIFF, see in this volume.

teLL arbId, season cancelled.

teLL QaraMeL
fieldwork was resumed at the foot of the southern slope of the tell, where epipaleolithic, 
protoneolithic, pre-pottery neolithic B levels were investigated. several rounded houses were 
recorded, one of which may have served as more than a dwelling, as indicated by the ritual 
burials of two onagers in its immediate vicinity. in one trench, some badly damaged remains of 
early iron age layers were also explored.
Dates of work: 8 april–15 may 2011
Co-Directors: assoc. prof. ryszard f. mazurowski, archaeologist (institute of archaeology, 
University of Warsaw), dr. Joussef Kanjou, anthropologist (dgam damascus, national 
museum, aleppo)
Archaeologists: qaies abbout george (dgam damascus, national museum aleppo), marcin 
Białowarczuk, dr. Joanna gawrońska, artur grabarek,  michał przeździecki (all from the 
institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)
Archaeozoologists dr. anna gręzak (institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)
Student-trainees: edyta ciosek, paulina gromadko, igor tarłowski (institute of archaeology, 
University of Warsaw), manar Kerdy (institute for prehistory and archaeological science, 
Basel University)

kUWaIt
aL-sUbIyah (as-sabbIya): bahra 1
Work at the Ubaid-related site of Bahra 1 aimed at establishing the extent of the settlement 
and at mapping the surface remains in the sBh 38 sector of the site. Therefore, most efforts 
concentrated on cleaning the site surface west of the previously excavated structures (Units 
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1 and 2, where work was now limited to a few selected spots). The outlines of at least two 
architectural units, each consisting of several rooms were cleared. a concentration of 
installations, some associated with the use of fire, was encountered in the westernmost part of 
the site. east of Units 1 and 2, where the sand overburden is much thicker, a long and narrow 
test trench was dug in order to check for a possible continuation of the site towards the sBh 
35 sector, where architectural remains of the same age had been discovered previously, and 
to establish the southern extent of the site. some wall foundations  were encountered in the 
northern part of the trench, proving the existence on architecture at the spot. 
see also: Ł. rutkowski (ed.), Kuwaiti-polish archaeological investigations in northern Kuwait. 
as-sabbiya 2007–2010, Warsaw – al-Jahra: national council for culture, arts and letters, 
Kuwait, pcma UW, 2011
Dates of work: 30 october–4 december 2011
Directors: assoc. prof. piotr Bieliński, archaeologist (institute of archaeology, University of 
Warsaw), sultan ad-duweish, archaeologist (national council for culture arts and letters, 
state of Kuwait)
Archaeologists: dorota Bielińska (institute of mediterranean and oriental cultures, polish 
academy of sciences), ewelina mizak (phd candidate, department of assyriology, institute 
of oriental studies, University of Warsaw), andrzej reiche (national museum in Warsaw), 
dr. agnieszka pieńkowska (pcma UW), dr. anna smogorzewska (institute of archaeology, 
University of Warsaw), agnieszka szymczak (pcma UW), Urszula Wicenciak (phd 
candidate, center for research on the antiquity of southeastern europe, University of 
Warsaw)
Archaeologist, lithic specialist: marcin Białowarczuk (institute of archaeology, University of 
Warsaw)
Restorer: ewa parandowska (national museum in Warsaw)
Topographer: roman Łopaciuk (geomatic company)
Documentalist: marta momot (pcma)
Student trainee: Krzysztof Kiersnowski (institute of archaeology, University of Warsaw)

aL-sUbIyah (as-sabbIya): tUMULI graVes aNd desert WeLLs PrOjects, 
see in this volume and pcma on-line newsletter 2011.

FaILaka IsLaNd: aL-QUsUr 
The area of research in the first season of work was located in the northern part of the vast 
al-qusur site. a topographical grid was set up and surface remains were mapped within 
the whole fenced enclosure under protection by the national council for culture, arts and 
letters. in all, nine architectural complexes were recorded, of which complex iii was chosen 
for excavation. two houses were recorded, of which at least one consisted of two room; there  
is also evidence of at least three occupation phases, all within the early islamic period.
Dates of work: 31 october–3 december 2011
Field director: dr. magdalena Żurek  (institute of archaeology, cardinal Wyszyński University 
in Warsaw)
Archaeologist: Łukasz miechowicz (phd candidate, institute of archaeology and ethnography, 
polish academy of sciences), Joanna rądkowska, (phd candidate, institute of mediterranean 
and oriental cultures, polish academy of sciences), marek Woźniak (phd candidate, institute 
of archaeology and ethnography, polish academy of sciences)
Restorer: ewa parandowska (national museum in Warsaw)
Topographer: roman Łopaciuk (geomatic company)
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